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The Left, Right of Socialism Senators Undecided
U.S. Socialist Hass
Swedes to Expound
Gives Radical View
Moderate Viewpoint About Car Seatbelts
By TOM AUXTER

.

OCT. 8—Eric Hass, three times
presidential candidate for the Socialist Labor Party, will present
"a more radical" case for socialism at 7:30 p.m. today in the
Chemistry Auditorium.
Hass, whose lecture is the first
of a two part Political Science Club
series on socialism, asserts that
his party is the "only real" socialist organization in America,
"We're the only party advocating
the utter destruction of capitalism," he argues.
"Welfare statlsm, nationalization, and government ownership
is not socialism. We believe that
it is just as useless to reform
capitalism as it is to wash-garbage before you throw it into the
trash can."
HASS ASKS, "After all, what
are universities today but huge
factories to turn out capitalists
to enslave the masses?" The solution, he thinks, is to incorporate
universities into the state.
According to the SLP leader,
the three basic principles of the
Socialist Labor Party are (1) the
materialist conception of history,
(2) the law of value Including
the theory of surplus value, and
(3) the class struggle,
Vincent Osoweckl '65, president
of the Political Science Club, stated today that 500 copies of WEEKLY PEOPLE, the Socialist Labor
Party newspaper, have been distributed on campus.
"THE REASON for this," said
Osoweckl, "Is so the student body
can come prepared with questions." Eric Hass has been editor

Erie Hass
of the newspaper since 1938.
Hass is the author of "Americanism Of Socialism," "Socialism Answers Anti-Semitism," "What
Workers Should Know About Automation-And What Employers
Don't Tell Them," "Socialist Industrialist Unionism," and "Stalinist Imperialism," the last two
of which are available In the library. Most recently he has written "The Reactionary Right-Incipient Fascism."
Hass, who polled 40,000 votes In
the last New York City mayoralty campaign, has run twice be(Continued on Page 2)

In Today's Tripod
In light of this week's
emphasis on Socialism, Vin
Osowecki develops the history of Socialism in the
United States—pp. 4, 5.

OCT. 8--Former Swedish exchange students will lead a
discussion of moderate socialism
in modern Sweden, Thursday
at 7:30 p.m., In Senate Room.
Co-sponsored by the family of
the late Thomas E. Brlttlngham,
Jr., of Wilmington, Delaware, and
the Political Science Club, the
five Swedes, four with their wives,
will speak on capitalism in a
"socialistic" society.
Led by Gostra Westring, 32, the
members of the group including
Mrs. Westrlng, Mr. and Mrs.
Peter Hegart, and Mr. and Mrs.
Johan Adelsward, Mr. and Mrs.
Peter Gisle, and Peter Nordwall,
are touring the United States In
order to improve relations between this country and Sweden.
The men are all graduates of
the University of Wisconsin, which
they attended .is Brlttlngham
Scholars.
All are now In their 20's or
30 's and are engaged in such
fields
as
law, agriculture,
business,
civil service, television, and engineering.
The lecture Is the second in
a two-part socialism series,
which begins tonight with a lecture given by Eric Hass, the
leader of the Socialist Party in
the United States. It wIU deal
with radical socialism, as opposed to the moderate socialism
discussed in the talks of the
Swedes.
The wives of the group'wiH speak
about women In Sweden,
They will stay at the homes
of several faculty and administration, including President and
Mrs. Jacobs.

A motion drastically revising
student auto regulations was tabled last evening by the Senate after
one and one-half hours of extensive debate.
The motion, which would require
seatbelts In all student automobiles, deny cars to all students
on academic probation or Censure, and establish stiff penalties
for any student operating his ve-

Capitol March
For Ralph Allen
OCT. 6—College faculty, administration, and students will
participate In a combined protest of Ralph Allen's jailing at
7:15 on Thursday evening on the
steps of the Capitol Building.
Allen, '64 who was jailed In
Americus, Georgia, without bond,
on charges of attempting to incite insurrection, faces a possible death sentence.
During the half-hour program,
Leon I. Salomen, Instructor In
government, will read a message
from Governor John Dempsey advocating the protest.
Invitations to join the protest
have been sent to state senators
and congressmen, the Hartford
Seminary, the University of Hartford, Hartford College, and the
University of Connecticut.
A note in this week's chapel
program urged "all members of
the Trinity College Community"
to "witness our concern" for Ralph
Allen and for the two students
jailed with him on the same
charge.

Trip on Circuitous Road to S. Africa

hide while intoxicated, was subjected to six different amendment attempts before It finally
failed.
Senator Keith Watson '64, who
introduced the motion, stated
"we're making rules that should
have been In effect all along."
He indicated these rules had become necessary due to the rash
of automobile accidents on the
campus recently.
SPEAKING FOR the seatbelt regulation, Senator Rodman van
Server '66, cited a letter from
Dartmouth which stated they r e quired seatbelts on student automobiles and "highly recommended that we institute a similar
program."
Two of the six proposed amendments to the motion passed. One,,
offered by Senator Frederick Sargent '66, confined the limits of
the regulation to "the environs of
Trinity College."
The other, proposed by Senator
David Tower, clarified the right
of any student to appeal to the
Dean of Students about particular
restrictions of the bill.
The Senate finally determined
that the motion was not yet In
completed form and sent It back
to the Specifics Committee. Senator Watson indicated the motion
would be relntroduced next week,
ACTING ON OTHER business, .
the Senate, approved a motion made
by Senator Bruce Bridegroom '64,
calling upon "Trinity students to
attend the protest for Ralph W.
Allen m to be held at 7:15 p.m.,
Thursday, October 10, at the State
Capitol Building in Hartford, Connecticut."
The motion met with violent debate from several Senate members, who felt they "don't wish to
be tagged as members of one of
these 'movement' colleges."

Adjoint Notes
9
Gives
Dr.
Meade
'Worst
Scare
of
His
Life
Study Increase Below is the second of a
Williams Grads
describing
OCT. 7 - "The study of the three part series
French language is making great Dr. Robert D. Meade's and
increases in the United States," John Heyl's two-month
trip
Protest Change
said Jacques Poujol, Conselller throughout (he Union of South

Culturel Adjoint of the French Embassy, in Wean Lounge today.
Franco-American cultural relationships are improving in
many fields such as art exhibits,
and the theatre, he continued.
An important part of these exchanges includes the aspect of
Americans studying in France. At
the meeting, which was called to inform those who had given thought to
studying in France during their
Junior year, or after graduation,
the various ways that Americans
are attending French universisites
were discussed.
"More and more institutions in
the United States are deciding that
one year abroad is a part of a
'liberal education of the student,"
Poujol added.
Scholarships available to American students from the French government are relatively limited, he
said. But these are supplemented
by Fulbright Scholarships, and the
relatively low cost of living in
France, as compared to the United
States.
After his discussion of studying
abroad Poujol gave a lecture, In
French, on modern French playwrights, including Anoullh, Ionesco, and Beckett.

Africa, Basutoland,
Bechuanaland, Northern and Southern
Rhodesia, Tanganyika,
Kenya,
Mozambique,
and
Zanzibar.
The pair, who traveled with
only ,95 pound packs, have told
t,heir story to Tim Brosnahan.
One excursion by Land Rover,
through the Sani Pass from Basutoland to The Union of South _
Africa was, In the words of Dr.'
Meade, "More frightening than
anything I've ever known."
Basutoland, known as the "little
Switzerland of Africa" is a British enclave In the heart of the
Orange Free State of South Africa
completely surrounded by mountains. Most transport In or out
of the protectorate is by plane
but any of a group of trained
drivers can be hired to drive
over the Sani Pass.
The two men left Basutoland traveling first class in the front of
the Land Rover with seven singing, chanting Africans In the open
back. Dr. Meade said the first
part of the trip was not too bad,
but the grade of the road was
evident from the frequent stops
made to add to the radiator water

This native of Basutoland may not star in any Trinity athletics,
but she's wearing a Trinity P.E. shirt. Dr. Robert D. Meada and
sophomore John Heyl were not able to account for her apparel,
but they discovered her during their ramblings in Africa this
summer.
from streams flowing across the two or three thousand feet to certain death."
road.
Darkness fell as they began to
GRADUALLY THE ROAD, as descend Into South Africa, Dr.
described by Heyl, got worse and Meade said that not being able
the Rover went into four-wheel to see ahead was a "blessing,"
drive and low gear. A sheer cliff but he stated that he also felt
rose above the road on the right, the driver was equally unsure of
while an equally sheer drop fell what lay ahead.
off to the left unprotected by any
Suddenly they were confronted by
form of guard rail.
a second Rover coming up the
The road was just wider than mountain. Their driver maneuvthe car, and Meade as he sat ered his car so that it leaned
(Continued on Page 6)
on the outside "could see down

OCT. 2 - The Alumni Action
Committee of Williams College
has sent newsletters urging over
100,000 alumni to "withhold support" for the next annual fund drive
as a reaction to last year's Trustees' decision to change seven
fraternities into college-run social
dormitory units.
The newsletter suggests having
a trial period in which both fraternities and social clubs would
exist, making a choice possible
between the two.
Over 70% of the 2500 alumni who
responded to the newsletter favored further study of the fraternity
system, reported the Williams
paper.
Three fraternities did not participate In rushing this fall, and
four others will release their residences to the college next spring
or fall. No members of the Class
of 1967 will be pledged.
The Action Committee, according
to the Williams Record, hopes that
it can impress upon the college
their desire that the Trustees'
action be reconsidered. The newsletter said that the college will
need additional funds for the conversion of the fraternities into
clubs.

Socialism...
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Campus Notes
Oct. 8 - Tonight the Atheneum
Society will present the first In
a- series of current event radio
programs, entitled "The Age of
Danger."
Broadcast from WRTC -FM at
8;30, the program will concern
the controversy In Viet Nam as
discussed In panel form by Drs.
Gastmen and Meade, Bruce Frier,
and Bob Schwartz, members of
the Atheneum Society.
Future programs are planned
to encompass a wide range of
current political Issues, with frequent discussions by faculty members and members of the Atheneum.

PLACEMENT
Mr. Butter, Director of Placement, will hold a meeting with

the Senior Class regarding the
placement program for 1963-64
on Monday, October 14, at 1
o'clock in the Chemistry Auditorium.
Professor David Sharpe, The
Law School, The George Washington University will be on campus Tuesday, October 15 to talk
with seniors and juniors interested in law. If you wish to
make an appointment, please see
the Placement secretary.
LA NOTTE, the second film
of the Michelangelo Antonionl Trilogy sponsored by the Cesare
Barbierl Center of Italian Studies
will be presented In the Chemistry Auditorium at 8:00 p,m.,
"Thursday.

(Continued from Page 1)
fore. The WEEKLY PEOPLE editor has also entered as his party's candidate In New York state
gubernatorial
and
senatorial
races.
The second part of this two part
series will feature Gosta Westring, Peter Hegardt, Joan Adelsward, Peter Gisle, and Peter Nordwall, representatives of the Swedish government lecturing on the
relationship between government
and private Industry in Sweden,
The Hass lecture will be restricted to the faculty and students
with identification cards.
The Public Relations office explained that the lecture is not
open to the general public because of the controversial nature
of the Speaker's subject matter.
The office said that it was their
policy to keep people who might
cause problems, public-relations
wise, limited to the campus only,
•

POETRY

Poetry is wanted for the 196364 Inter-Collegiate Poetry Congress ANTHOLOGY. Selections
will be made from poetry submitted by November 25, by college students.
First, second and third prizes
will be awarded in-the amounts
of $25, $15, and'.$lQ respectively.
Publishing rights to accepted
poems will be retained by the
authors who will be notified of
the judges' decision within two
weeks of receipt of poetry.
Those * sending entries to the
Inter-Collegiate Poetry Congress, 528 Market St., Lewisburg, Pennsylvania will receive
the completed anthology by mldDecember.
Students have been invited to an
"Autumn Leaves" mixer at the
Saint Francis Hospital School

it's
invisible,

man!

It's -incredible, incomparable, infallible! Code 10 for men, the newkind of hairdressing from Colgate-Palmolive. The new invisible way
to groom a man's hair all day. Non-greasy Code 10 disappears in your
hair, gives it the clean, manly look that wflames women, infuriates
inferior men. Be in.
Get the non-greasy
hairdressing,CodelO.
It's invisible, man!

Wat's What
by KoIHt Wotaon
The opinions expressed in tkii
column are not ntctss«rily those of
the editorial jlaff o{ the TRIPOD.
BEATING THB BUSHES

Several days ago Dr. Homer I).
Babbidge, the University of Connecticut's very able President,
called on universities and colleges
to make a special effort to meet
Negro students "three-quarters,
and maybe nine-tenths, of the
way."
According to a New York TIMES
report, the demand for upgrading
Negro educational activities was
echoed to varying degrees In other
speeches during a recent meeting
of the American Council of Education attended by some 1,000
university presidents. Many of
the educators urged admissions
offices to "go out and beat the
bushes" to find able Negro students and then persuade their
families to allow them to enroll
A perusal of any freshman
handbook would Indicate that Trinity must radically change Us admission philosphy If It Is to meet
Dr. Babbldge's timely challenge.
It would be a refreshing reversal
If such a change were made 'neath
the elms before similar action
is taken at Amherst and Williams,
At the present time, not only
Is no effar made to "beat the
bushes" for qualified Negro candidates, but Trinity "tokenism"
appears to have become Institutionalized, American Negroes
presently number four-two seniors, no Juniors, one sophomore,
and one freshman. There are also
four Greek students on campus.
The question may be legitimately
asked why Trinity should enroll
more Negroes.
From the college's point of view, such students would add considerable
sociological diversity to a body
of predominately upper middle
class Individuals, who probably
have never before met a Negro on
an equal footing,
Negroes from every part of the
country have known nothing but
prejudice and segregation since
birth, and such a background will
condition unique responses In the
Negro mind on every topic from
African nationalism to the North
End.
The middle class mentality could not help but benefit
from such an exposure to new
foundations of thought clearly In
the best traditions of the literal
arts education,
ONLY SUPERIOR NEGROES SOUGHT

Perhaps . more Importantly,
Trinity's enrollment of more Ne-

For Fall
Wardrobes
and
the latest in
campus wear . .

gro students would be of great
benefit to the Individuals involved
and to 20 million Americans of
the race they represent. Again
inter-racial contact at the soclai
and Intellectual level would enrich the mind of the Negro as
much as the white one, Also
four years 'neath the elms would
give the Negro student the opportunity a chance to realize his
full potonUal--an opportunity he
has doubtlessly been denied heretofore.
Trinity's admission policy in
regards to Negro candidates is
difficult to define. Certainly, at
least one dark face must be present In each class to keep the
NAACP pickets away.
The four Negroes who liave enrolled In the last four years have
arrived with a record of superior
Intollectural and extra-curricular
performance In their secondary
schools,
This observation aptmara to confirm the view expressed by a highly-placed member of the Administration who told
a C.O.D.E, assembly last spring
that Trinity accejits only superior
N«(jro candidates because a Negro who flunked out would be
discredit lo his race, Unfortuimtoly, such superior Individuals
are usually accepted at the Big
Three and Little Three schools
as well; little wonder that Negroes ami Greeks are equally
represented 'neath the elms.
NO NEGROK8 ON PARK AVE.

Such an admission policy Is not
only an affront to the plea of
Dr. Hatmldfte to meet Negro students more ttian half-way, but also
Is not much less discriminatory
than
the University of Mississippi's principles In this regard.
On the other hand, the student
txxly apiwars ready, willing, and
even eager to Increase their contact with N W O M S ,
Last year
nearly 2O'*i of tlm student body
participated In a tutorial program
In tlto North End; more than a
few havo joined civil rights movements and marched with Negroes
protesting discrimination In such
areas as Ameiicus a«d an AllAmerican city closer by. This
year the Senate hopes to launch
a week-long exchange program
between Trinity students and their
counterparts at Negro colleges
In the South.
Furthermore, the student body
has appeared to accept those few
Noijroes admitted under the "no
chance of flunking out" policy,
They havti Ixien elected to the
SenntH and the Medusa, made
captain of varsity athletic teams,
and, finally, been fully accepted
into the wondftrul world of Vernon;
Street.
Meanwhile, instead of going out
and "beating the bushes" for Negro prospects as Dr. Babbidge
suggests, Trinity visits schools
In West Hartford, Pelham Manor,
Haverford, and Wlnnectka, and
then wonders why there are so few
applications from Neuroes. Until
trips are made to Weaver as well
as Conard, to 123th Street as
well as Park Avenue. Trinity will
continue to deny Its student body
a significant aspect of a truly
liberal arts (KiucutUm,

CHAPEL
Chapel Talks
102 Asy| um . St.
•.Charge Accounts

Invited

Tlnn-H, and Fri., tl:SO fl.W"Trinity in Africa"
John Ha/I, John
Cnvshk,
and Davit1! Putttitch
Organ i'ostludes

,

Tknn. 10:05 p.w.
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Borge Conditions A udience The North End Problem
With His Slapstick 'Music' Students Paint Sordid 'Ghetto' Picture
by NICK CANTOR
OCT. 4—Victor Borge is the type of personality that either magnetizes or repulses his audience. Tonight, Mr. Borge brought his
"Comedy In Music" to the Bushnell. He quickly won over most of the
fully packed house with his warmth, humor, ana intimate appeal. But
there were several people who quickly tired of the comedy and wanted
to hear some music. I was one of them.
The curtain opened on a blackness violated by a single spotlight
beamed on a piano. Another spotlight was directed on the entering
figure, Victor Borge. "How nice It Is to be back in
What's Its
name?" said Borge. The audience roared. Mr. Borge proceeded to
joke about the faulty microphone, the latecomers, why there are
three pedals on a grand piano--the middle pedal Is there "to separate
the Other two"--his sojourn In Washington and his visit to the White
House, which is "beautiful now that It's all restored, by Mrs.—What's
her name?"
Borge continued to joke In this way and certain people began to
wonder just ' why the program was entitled, "Comedy In MUSIC".
Finally, one woman in the audience shouted, "Play, already." The
request went unheeded for at least five minutes. Meanwhile, several
people left their seats and walked out of the theatre.
They should have had more patience. They were right; Borge did joke
and entangle himself in trivia far too long before sitting down at the
piano and attempting some comedy "In music." But when he did play,
he made the delay almost worthwhile.
Match Finishes Rachmaninoff
Borge proved his point that music can be comical Take the Blue
Danube, have Victor Borge play it flat, and it IS comical. The single
spotlight began to dim as Borge played a piece by Rachmaninoff.
Borge looked with difficulty for the keys and put his head closer to
the palno. Then Borge began to count from the last key so that he
could hit the next note. It was at this point that the spotlight moved
to the right of Borge, leaving him in the dark. Not to be undone by
such a difficult situation, Borge lit a match and finished the Rachmaninoff. Borge also proved that he could play the piano uncomically
as well. When he wants to, he can play, and skillfully.
After the Intermission, Borge was assisted by Leonid Hambro, a
"straight" pianist of the New York Philharmonic. The highlight of
the show was Borge's and Hambro's interpretation of Mozart's Symphony number 40 and Tchaikovsky's piano concerto, both sprinkled
with a thin, veneer of "Uncle Sam.".The Mozart and Tchaikovsky were
unmistakable, but equally unmistakably, one could hear at certain
moments , such melodies as "Stars and Stripes," "Darling Clementine," "The Marine Song," and "Dixie."
Hambro proved himself a competent pianist with a good sense of
timing and good sense of humor. But then, one NEEDS a good sense
of humor to work with Borge.
Borge Conditions Audience
A small group of comedians have built public images through the
years so that people begin to expect certain things from them. When
these rare types such as Jack Benny, Tallulah Bankhead do what is
expected of them, their fans laugh even if what they do isn't particularly funny.
Victor Borge Is of this breed. It is expected of him to joke more
than play the piano. Even when he plays something "straight," chuckles
emanate from the audience, because they "expect" him to do something
funny. If he turns Ms head toward the microphone while he's playing
the piano, people start to laugh. It doesn't really matter "What" he
Is about to say. It Is expected of Borge to joke at the plano--he's
been doing It for years. And when he does, everyone laughs.
At times, Borge was extremely funny. At other times, he was not
funny at a l l Yet the audience as a whole refused to discriminate,
and laughed with equal vigor at all of his jokes. Viewed as a whole,
"Comedy in Music" was far more comedy (and not all of it good)
than music. This was its weakness. Borge is a comedian, but he Is
also a musician. Tonight, he pleased his fans. If he took his music
more seriously, perhaps he would please music lovers as well

OCT. 4—Joseph Hodgson and
Joshua Smith gave the last two
Chapel Talks in the series concerning "Trinity In the North End,"
yesterday and today.
Hodgson spoke on the students'
attempts to Improve housing In
the North End this past summer.
Smith spoke specifically about the
"Image" of Trinity in the North
End and about what students here
can do to alter the conditions
there.
Hodgson said that housing touches
upon nearly all aspects of discrimination; jobs, education, and
slum housing--all of them Interrelated in the picture presented
by North End discrimination.
Poorer jobs lead to less money,
which leads to poorer houses,
which leads to a ghetto situation
not conducive to study, which results In poorer education, which
results in poorer jobs, e t c , he
stated.
Until the white community itself
changes its attitude, "nothing can
be done," he charged. We must
correct the situation In which
the Negroes of Hartford feel that
they cannot escape the ghetto,
demanded Hodgsoa "We're all responsible for any ghetto wherever
It exists," he insisted.
We
all profess to know that
houses In the North End are in
lousy condition; he noted, "but
nobody really knows how lousy."
He observed that whites don't know
the problem within themselves:
they know the generalities, Hodgson pointed out, "but they don't
know the truth!"
The truth, Hodgson said, Is that
a caste society exists for nonwhites In Hartford: "Negroes," he
explained, "can't graduate Into the
white society because they're always black." And he is kept within his caste by such white practices as "rent-gouging"—the practice of charging "exorbitant rents"
for apartments in "extremely poor
condition." The situation, alleged
Hodgson, Is perpetuated by landlords who ignore Health Department warnings and by "overworked" Health Department officials who "neglect" to issue second
warnings. Courts, he continued,
when they "finally are faced with
a case of a landlord who refuses
to act, take ages and ages to come
to some kind of agreement. The
white community's silence has
permitted this to exist!"
"WE USE the word 'problem'
without knowing what it really
means," Hodgson Insisted. And
until we do know and realize what
we have to do about it, he added,
absolutely nothing can be done.

Housing projects In the North End
are not the answer, he said. A
quota system is always applied to
such projects, he noted, resulting
In all the Negro apartments getting
filled up too fast and too many
vacancies left for white apartments, resulting in nothing more
than a cleaner, slightly more " r e spectable" ghetto!
Our only weapons, Hodgson concluded, are pickets and rent
strikes, but "they're not effective
if the tenants themselves are a~
frald to complain, are afraid of
what they might lose." Our first
job, he insisted, Is to conquer
this fear.
IN FRIDAY'S Chapel Talk, Joshua Smith explained that he "would
like to see the label of 'radical'
dropped from those who try to
help the people In the North End."
"Trinity has no Image In the
North End," he said. "We are not
seen as involved in the problems
of the area," he continued. "We
do little to try to help the people
living there; we have segregated

COOPER
Wedding Ring

ourselves from the North End,
"The average Trinity student
must become involved In this
movement," he said. 'Fraternities,* he explained, "can help
by marching In demonstrations and
aiding In work there." It is not
enough, he said, "to have underprivileged children over at Christmas time for one party. This only
adds to the problem,"
SMITH said that when he worked for the College, he wanted to
use an African student in a posed
picture for the College bulletin.
The photographer gave him an
"odd look" and quickly vetoed this
idea. He told Smith to find someone else.

$500.00
50.00
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For Style
Quality and Value
True artistry is expressed in
the brilliant fashion styling of
every Keepsake diamond engagement ring. Each setting is
a masterpiece of design, reflecting the full brilliance and
beauty of the center diamond
. . . a perfect gem of flawless
clarity, fine color and meticulous modern cut.
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-ARROW*
buttons-down
a student
of Oxford
From prof to frosh knowledge
gets around... and the latest
is the new Decton oxford by
ARROW. Take Decton,
ARROW'S name for a shirt
blended of 65% Dacron*
polyester and 35% cotton,
give it an educated new oxford
weave and you have the equation for America's most popular
wash-and-wear shirt
Authentic University Fashion
from the famous button-down
collar to the button and pleat
in the back, it's tapered to trim
body lines. White, cokwa and
stnp&s to chftcnw w<mn.
to bag sleews a*

"Why then should qualified Negro
students want to come here?" Smith
asked. "When a colored boy looks
at the catalogue he sees no other
Negroes, We must overcome this
attitude, or In a very few years
our college will have the reputation of being conservative."

Authorized Keepsake Jewelers may be listed in the Yellow
Pages. Visit one in your area
and choose from many beautiful styles, each with the name
"Keepsake" in the ring and on
the tag.

MOW TO P U N WUR EN6A6EMENT AND WEDDING

Please send two new booklets, "How to Plan Your Engagement and Wedding"
and "Choosing Your Diamond Rings," both for only 25tf. Also send special
offer of beautiful 44 page Bride's Book.
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Seatbelts No Solution
Last night the Senate tabled a
recommendation that the administration
require that each student desiring "automobile privileges" install seat belts in
the front seat of his car. Moreover, the
Senate is also considering that those students on academic probation be denied
these "automobile privileges" until returned to good standing.
In addition, the Senate may suggest
that the Medusa penalize students for
"the operation of a motor vehicle while
intoxicated," and/or "the reckless operation and/or irresponsible use of a motor
vehicle.
Finally, the Senate may recommend
that the "Suspension of Automobile Privileges" shall be defined as the loss of the
privilege to operate or to maintain a
motor vehicle from the general environs
of the College during the official college
session.
We are all aware that "seatbelts
save lives." The slogan, a very true one,
has been trumpeted from service station
to insurance company and back again.
Many, wise people on campus have already installed seat belts in their vehicles.' They know that the value of seat'
belts lies in the fact that they reduce the
possibility of serious injury in the event
.•of an accident.
But they don't stop accidents.
It would seem logical to us that the
Senate be first concerned with those factors which prevent accidents, i.e. the
condition of equipment inspected for
state registrations, etc.
The Senate is putting wax on the
floor before they've washed it.
Because those rambling wrecks that
have more loose nuts than the proverbial
one behind the wheel will if the resolution
passes, be deemed "safe" by the senate
as long as seatbelts are present; a safe
car, though without seatbelts, will fail.
Safe sober, and responsible driving
appears to be what the Senate, as well as
the State Police, are demanding. And
requiring seatbelts is as good as admitting that Trinity drivers are neither safe,
sober, nor responsible.

The Medusa, then, may be saddled
with the responsibility of maturing or at
least creating the impression of mature
Trin men.
There are certainly enough state
laws punishing drivers who are reckless,
irresponsible, or under the influence.
Why, therefore have so few incidents of
reckless or irresponsible driving been discovered by the local constabularies or
campus authorities?
Is the "automobile privilege" abused,
or isn't it, and if so, who has failed to
exert pressure when needed? The token
proposals considered by the Senate lead
to no solution.
What the College needs is a good
deal of honest introspection on the part
of the students, the administration, and
the fraternities as represented in the
IFC. A few questions should be asked.
Who, in most cases, legally owns the car?
Who, in most cases, demands the respect
of the student ?
The parent.
Whose responsibility is the students'
driving habits ?
The students!
Not the College, not Sergeant Flatfoot, and definitely not Mommy or Daddy. Nevertheless, the student is kindly
protected from any consequences of any
of his actions.
Is a lack of seatbelts to blame? Will
loss of "automobile privileges" deter an
individual? Emphatically, no! We urge
the College instead of requiring seat
belts, to revamp its present, student community policy.
We further urge that the Senate refrain from playing parent in deciding
that a student on academic probation is
spending too much time in his car. After
all, the student is of college age (and frequently of voting age), and his parents
do know his grades.
• The solution: educate the parent to
the problems facing a student with
"automobile privileges." We hope these
problems will diminish in the near future.

The Red, White and Blue for You
Indeed it is strange how two unrelated events often synthesize into a
meaningful combination. This week there
are two seemingly unrelated events of
major importance: the protest march for
Ralph Allen and the lecture by Socialist
Eric Hass.
In the Sept. 28 issue of the WEEKLY PEOPLE, official organ of the socialist labor party, there is a big headline
screaming "Capitalism Is Guilty in Alabama." In its best emotive language it
declares that dominant capitalists, as
typified by Senator Byrd (D. Va.), sometimes prefer illiteracy to integration,
that'a high percentage of Southern federal judges appointed by President Kennedy, are racists, that the North is in
moral sickness that the South manifests
a terrible social sickness, that, that, and
so on.
So what? That type of material is
expected from such a subversive publication. They have to write as such in order to get attention. So the 'pink' paper
is read jokingly and tossed into the nearest gray basket placed under the blue
and gold wall plaque and we still remain
red white and blue to Uncle Sam.
But not so laughable are the wilted

flowers on the grave of four children in
Alabama. Not so colorful is a dirty grey
jail in Americus, Georgia. And not so patriotically American is an alleged abuse
of our fundamental laws.
We have heard about the errors of
the South. We have discussed pro and
con Allen's actions, we have debated the
work of students in the North End, and
in general we have thought a lot about
the current social revolution in America.
Many others have too. Eric Hass and
his cohorts have done much analytical
thought. Once again these social critics
can diagnose the ills of a society, but
their treatments are rather unique, and
threatening. When Hass speaks he'may
point out the evil and sickness of America. We shall entertain him when he gives
us.his solutions, but we cannot forget the
portent of his message.
Those in the South and elsewhere
who are wronged will not allow us to forget it. We as educated members of society should not forget it. We too are
guilty in Alabama, and the trouble is
that eventually, if we as educated members of society hesitate to act, we -may
.be severely sentenced.

The United States
What do present treiis
by VIN OSOWECK!
The answer to the above questions
would depend upon whom you asked
here in the United States.
At present there exist at least five
different groups who either purport
or deny that they represent U, S.
Socialism. These groups are the
Communist Party of America, the
Worker's Party, the Socialist
Labor Party (SLP),'the Socialist
Party,
and the Americans for
Democratic Action (ADA),
Each of these groups must be dissected and put In Its proper place
amongst the socialist movements
in the United States.
As students of economics and
political science commonly recognize the term, socialism rests upon
In essence, the following four
tenets:
1) Government ownership of productive resources
2) Planning
3) Redistribution of Income
4) Peaceful and democratic revolution
Ownership for "use"
First, socialism (but not every
socialist) teaches that key industries such as transportation,
mining, fuel, and steel are to be
nationalized.
Then, instead of the profit motivated lalssez-falre economy, socialists advocate co-ordinated planning so that production can be
geared for "use rather than profit."
Third, socialists call for some
redistribution of wealth through
government taxing powers so that a
greater equality of income can be
achieved amongst the social
classes.
Finally, all socialists as distinguished from communists call for
a peaceful extension of government control - "revolution by ballot rather than bullet." This aim is
the main and sometimes only dividing line between the communist
and some of the radical socialist
doctrines which have cropped up
throughout the history of U. S.
socialism.
In the beginning
Although organizations on a local
scale based on the philosophy of
Karl Marx appeared during the
Civil War, these were chiefly in
the nature of labor unions and associations with Incidental political
• activities.
It was not until after the First
International (a worldwide meeting
of Socialists), met in London, to
promulgate socialist teachings did
Adolf Douai (1819-88) organize the
Socialist Labor Party: the first
American
political party to
advocate socialism.
Confining itself to propaganda for
reform
rather than entering
politics, the Labor Party (membership being 90% foreign born)
proved itself a dismal failure in the
1880's.
However, shattered as it was In
the eighties, the SLP under the
new leadership of Daniel DeLeon
(1852-1914), a one time Columbia
University professor, emerged
from obscurity in 1892, by nominating the first socialist presidential
ticket
in American
history — Simon Wing and Charles
Matchett. The ticket polled better
than 21,000 votes, and the Labor
party has continued running a
presidential candidate in every
election year since 1892.
"Militants" take over
Under the leadership of the implacable DeLeon, then editor of
the .party's newspaper, . THE,

WEEKLY PEOPLE, the SLPljan
a program to lead a "newflitant," trade unionism.
Willing to enter politics at to
struggle not for mere "grofng
Improvements or hunger-aggifation crumbs," but for a "coojaitive commonwealth," DeLedSet
out to capture the dying Knigkof
Labor as the most suitable vfcle
for achieving his aims.
After some political maneuving
he and several other soctets
were elected delegates in ,94,
to the General Assembly othe
Knights. Once there, he jolaan
agrarian contingent in a efft to
unseat Terence Powderly, Gind
Master of the Knights, Deibn
failed.
Although success seemed irtain, differences developeibetween DeLeon and the labor ijler
who was to replace Powderlyfhe
resulting split cost DeLeon nofvly
his control of the Knights bullso
his seat in the Assembly, j
Social Trade and Labor Alliaje
His failure to take oveijhe
Knights led him to Indepeient
action. Late in 1395, DeLeon is ed
a call to "all Knights of Lor
assemblies and all progresslvtrganizatlons tojoln.,.lnestablling
a new national body on the....res
plainly marked out In theiss
struggle."
Many groups Including theiew
York, Brooklyn, and Newark-intral Labor federations, andiiie;;
United Hebrew Trades respofid.
In December, 1895, theyorgaaed
the Socialist Trade and LaboiUllance, which promptly dected
war on both the young Ameitan
Federation of Labor (AFL) aiihe
Knights.
In the years which ensued sofcllsts were pleased. The Alliaie'is
campaigns attracted garmenturkers, textile workers, olirr
makers, coal miners, and glssbottle makers into the fold,ffie
1896 SLP presidential ticket/on
a larger vote than It hadJur
years earlier.
However, DeLeon's tactics «!-•
mately caused trouble. WK; a
group of Jewish radicals anitfnced their opposition to his pM>s"
ophy and seceded in 1897, Delwn
unleashed a flood of "scurrlius
language" upon their heads anWpelled all groups sympathizing!*™
the Jewish radicals.
Hlllquit rebellion
After several such expulsiofli-a
large contingent of the partypcognizing that these purges «M
ultimately
reduce orgariied
socialism to an impotent ecorwuc
sect, began to grow restive. I
Late in 1898 the VOLKZElTUp.
a German trade unionist n«spaper, issued a bold critic** 01
De Leon's policies. When De^n
demanded a retraction, the VQAZEITUNG.fired an attack upline
Socialist Labor Party itself.
Infuriated, the DeLeon domi
executive committee of the
censured the newspaper.
ately the VOLKZEITUNG
called its own meeting and,
Morris Hlllquit, descended flon
the Party offices where the p i l ing plant Of THE PEOPLE vas
housed. They demanded P° s s l r;
ion. In a pitched battle, howeer,
De Leon came out on top,
De Leon's victory was not
one. In 1900, the Socialist
party adopted his policies - £
ultimate overthrow of the J
system. To Insure that
would not be compromise
T
members of the Party
f
bldden to accept office >•
"pure-and-siniple" trade.uniot

How to Take Care of Mr. Capitalism

What is it?
Who supports it?
How did it develop?
is suggest for the U. S. ?
SLP decay yields new Party
During the presidential election
year of 1900, the SLP candidates
James Malloney and Valentine
Hemrael received less than 38,000
votes, almost a 50,000 vote decrease from their 1898 total: According to labor historian Joseph
E. Rayback, the Socialist Labor
Party never changed after that.
Meanwhile, unable to function as
a power on Its own, the dissident
section led by Hlllqult in 1901,
merged with a group commanded
by Eugene V. Debs to form the
Socialist Party of America.
Under the able tutelage of Debs
the new party Increased its membership from fewer than 100,000
at the beginning to about 900,000
in the presidential campaign of
1912. It elected many mayors,
councilmen, and state legislators.
Almost wrecked by Its opposition
to our entry into World War I,
the Socialist Party formulated its
political platform calling for as
final objectives collective ownership of the means of production,
the overthrow of the capitalist
class by the workers, and the establishment (by ballot) of a classless society in a co-operative commonwealth.
A Swing to the Left
Its immediate program called
for public ownership of all means
of transportation and communication and all other utilities; the
progressive reduction of the workIng day; wage increases, social
Insurance of all kinds; government
work projects; free education; and

equal rights for men and women.
When the New Deal program In
1934 came near to fulfilling most
of the Socialist Party short-term
demands, much of the thunder was
drained from the moderate elements In the movement, and there
was a sharp swing to the left.
Although the dictatorship of the
proletariat was not mentioned but
broadly hinted at the Socialists
threatened the general strike as
as a means of carrying the
"revolutionary struggle Into the
camp of the enemy."
In the depression year of 1932,
the Socialists polled 884,781 votes.
However, the effects of the New
Deal program were seen in the
sudden drop in the Socialist vote
In 1936 to 187,720; In 1940, to
99,557; and in 1944, to 80,518.
Communist Party pf America
, But while the Socialist Party
membership was still skyrocketIng, In 1921 another group (the
Worker's Party) received recognition from Moscow and became
the first
U. S. COMMUNIST
PARTY.
From their inception the Communists proved to be no ordinary
political party. Their doctrine,
the forcible overthrow of capitalism, was even stranger and less
acceptable to the American people
than was the philosophy advocated
by "those foreign socialists."
U. S. Communists immediately
recognized their small chance of
winning by means of the ballot
box. Instead, leading Communists
were more preoccupied with considerations of "tactics" and of

Five reform groups advocate the removal
of Mr. Capitalism from his power. Communists simply plan to bodily get rid of
him; Socialist Workers militantly want him
to resign; Social Labor believe that they,
with the help of
ot American labor can vote

"strategy" which in the dark period America, following the Kremlin
of the pre-war 1900's consisted of line and praising Stalin for his
boring from within and without to "successful socialistic revolucapture control of existing organi- tion in Russia."
zations, setting up popular fronts,
supporting middle-of-the-road so- U.S. socialism—today
cialists, and sabotaging those
Today, however, most socialists
groups which resisted Communist deny the Communist claim that they
tactics.
have achieved socialism in the
When the Stalin-Trotsky feud Soviet Union. Referring to the
erupted behind the Kremlin cur- Communist Party in the United
tain, the U. S. Communists split States, a Socialist Labor Party
into two groups — one group, the . bulletin branded It as nothing more
Socialist Worker's Party of today, than "the pliant and Jesutical tool
advocating the Trotsky brand of to the Russian bureaucrats."
communism and the other, the
For the most part history shows
existing Communist Party In that throughout their existence
"American* Communists have in
every case backed the policies supported by Soviet Russia. Never has
there been a significant DEVIATION.
But what of the other two groups,
the Socialist Labor Party and the
Socialist Party? Where do they
stand today? How do the Americans
socialists, would bring to effect for Democratic Action (ADA) fit
a greater equality in wealth dis- into the picture?
tribution, equality in economic opProbably farthest left in the
portunity, and distribution accord- political spectrum of the existing
ing to need rather than to effort national SOCIALIST groups in the
or product.
United States is the Socialist Labor
Unlike the economically motivat- Party commanded by its National
ed and enforced decisions made Secretary, Arnold Petersen, and
under capitalism, under socialism three time presidential candidate
the formulation of a plan is a Eric Hass, editor of the party's
political decision and enforced by newspaper
THE
WEEKLY
the public.
PEOPLE.
Capitalist Counter
Abolish Congress?
Briefly, SLP leaders advocate the
Critics of socialism charge that
of the United States
socialism would eliminate incen- replacement
of America by a new form of State,
tives. At the price of eliminating the
of Labor, governed
private enterprise, socialists, it by a Republic
new "congress", the Socialist
is charged, would pay with uni- Union.
In the Republic of Labor,
versal mediocrity and inefficiency. SLP members
insist, all authority
To the socialist criticism of will come from the workers.
monopolies, capitalists answer
It is predicted that the Republic
that there are few private mono- of Labor would be a country in
polies left and that private enter- which the workers would adminprise Is reasonably efficient. They ister social production and social
contend that the efficiency of an services democratically through
enterprise depends on the quality Socialist Industrial Union Counof its leading management and cils. This socialist state would r e its technical structure, not on own- sult from the overthrow of the wage
ership.
system.
Arguing that a general theory of
Unlike the SLP, the American
planning is impossible because the Socialist Party, guided in recent
planning authority cannot predict years by the philosophy of Norman
all the problems which it will Thomas, their presidential candiconfront or make Itself, anti-so- date, aims both at immediate goals
cialists point to the British ex- and at long range socialism.
ample where the nationalization
Thomas' Socialist Party actually
of industry has not provep public expounds policies similar to those
monopoly to be more efficient of the British Labour Party and the
than private enterprise.
western European socialists. MilCapitalists conclude that social- der in its proposals than the SLP,
ism would destroy incentive, de- the Socialist Party has seen many
prive consumers of freedom, and of Its platform planks such as
provide no guide to the efficient government relief for unemployuse of resources.
ment, an eight hour day, effective
Here, their argument prevails. factory and mine Inspection laws,

Economic Implementation of Socialist
Theory 'Cures' Ills of Capitalism
by VIN OSOWECKI
Even if we accept socialism shadowed in its mist of theory it will
not work in practice, insist opponents of socialism.
"Of all the objections that have
been raised against socialism,
none have been more telling than
this: that socialism cannot be
worked out in practice," lamented
socialist Benjamin E. Lippincott
in ON THE ECONOMIC THEORY
OF SOCIALISM.
Lippincott argued that socialists
Webbs, Lawney, and Laski "had
done admirable work in constructing institutions for a socialist
state" but had done little to knock
down the queries presented by
economists of supply and demand.
Today, however, socialists insist
that socialism can be Instituted
in practice. "Only a socialist economy can distribute income so
as to attain the maximum social
welfare," remarks socialist economist Oskar Lange, who gives life
to the supply and demand arguments for socialism.

Second, socialists brand monopoly
as the ever present cause for
the falsification of the price and
cost calculus. Arguing against the
"invisible hand" theory of capitalism, advocates of socialism
charge that "monopoly is the natural offspring of competition and
that once it is established the
distribution of resources produced
by the self-interest of private
entrepreneurs •will not yield the
maximum satisfaction of consumers.
With the newspapers in mind,
socialists thirdly argue against
the "wasteful" trade of advertising which often, makes it more
profitable for the manufacturer
"to spend money In making people want to buy the things that
he produces, rather than on producing the things that people want
to buy,"
It thus is more profitable under
the capitalist system to advertise
poor grades rather than to improve their quality, socialists conclude.

Capitalistlneff icieney ?
Socialists generally list four
"failures" intrinsic to a capitalist economy: 1) inequality of consumers' incomes 2) monopoly 3)
advertisement 4) social costs of
production sacrificed to money
costs.
First,, socialists argue that "the
inequality of consumers' incomes
systematically distorts the measurement of social needs." They
point out that a rich man who
wants a summer home can outbid two poorer men who need
year-round shelter for their fam-

The Socialist Plan
To correct these "errors" in
capitalism, socialists believe that
the economic system must be reorganized under the political-goals
of the non-owning class.
Positively, one of the chief advantages claimed for the socialization of the means of production
Is the elimination of the waste
due to unplanned, Individualistic
production (now coordinated by
only the price and market system).
Planned production, according to

him out of office; Socialists had advocated
legal refinements in Capitalism's power;
ADA urges all patriotic Americans to
effectively warn Mr. Capitalism so he behaves himself.
and minimum-wage laws adopted
(and thus given respectability) by
one or both of the two major
parties.
The Planned Economy
As was noted before, the very
success of the Socialist Party
knocked the floor out from under
it. With the Socialist Party's decline, came the decline of organized socialism in the United States.
Americans have always looked
askance at socialism, believing it
to be a foreign doctrine composed
by "dark minds in the old
country" and have instead favored
the non-political union movements
of the past. As a result of this
ingrained fear of "socialism,* a
more easily accepted concept, the
Planned Economy, is being encouraged by some liberal groups.
A Planned Economy much like
British Fabianism would not r e quire the overthrow of capitalism
in an adherence to the Marxist
doctrine. Rather, it suggests
simply Increasing government
control over the key enterprises
of credit, power, transportation,
coal and steel, trade and insurance.
These policies, argues conservative critic J. T, Flynn In the ROAD
AHEAD, AMERICA'S CREEPING
REVOLUTION are just those programs subtly introduced into England by, the Fabians. Flynn brands
the Americans for Democratic
Action and the AFL-CIO as being
today's advocates of "hooded
socialism."
ADA and Goldwater
A group formed in 1947, the
ADA is accused by CONSERVATIVE critics as being the spearhead of a movement to bring this
country to the back door of socialIsm, much the way England
entered. Barry Goldwater is one
of these critics.
Among the prominent members
or affiliates of the ADA, Flynn
listed David Bublnsky formerly of
the AFL, Walter Reuther and
James B. Carey of the CIO, A.F,
Whitney of the Railroad Brotherhoods; New Dealers Wilson Wyatt,
Senator Hubert Humphrey, Leon
Hendelson, Paul Porter, Reinhold
Nlebuhr, young FranklinD, Roosevelt, Robert Nathan; and a host of
others from throughout the fifty
states.
From the ADA then what?
In the past the individual worker
has had the opportunity to choose
between socialism and the "Pureand-slmple" (non-polltlcal) trade
unionism as formerly symbolized
by the AFL,
(Continued on Paee 6) •
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Africa...

GLASSWARE SALE
Starts Tomorrow through Friday

25% REDUCTION
Regularly $.50 each to 3.95 each
NOW

$.38 each to 2.96 each

Tumblers, Old Fashions, Cocktails, Mugs, and others

TRINITY COLLEGE BOOKSTORE

(Continued from Page 1)
against the cliff on the left" leaving
the other car Just enough room to
pass,
HEYL DESCRIBED the wait while
the other driver "got up enough
courage to pass". They then
squeezed by with his outside
wheels "hanging over the side of
the c l i f f
On the descent the road fell 2000
feet In two miles with curves so
sharp that the car had to maneuver
to the edge of the fcllff, with the engine always In reverse to slow its
progress through snow which now
lay on both sides of the road.
Finally reaching the bottom at
about 9:00 Meade estimated that
they had traveled about eighty
miles In five hours.
Several days later, reading a
newspaper
in Dar-es-Salaaj,
Tanganyika, Heyl saw that a Land
Rover which drove off the side of
the road over the Sanl Pass weeks
before had just been found — with
no survivors.
The next meeting of the Mlneralogical Club of Hartford will be
held on Wednesday, October 0,
1963 in Boardman Hall, at 7:30
p.m. The officers will be elected
for the coming year, it is" an open
meeting.

Professor Smith
Harvard Liaison
OCT. 6- -Assistant Professor
Paul Smith is now representing
Trinity in the Master of Arts in
Teaching program at Harvard
University.
He provides information, distributes application blanks, and
supervises the application procedure for the program, which
offers training for "graduates of
approved colleges and scientific
schools who wish to prepare for
careers In public and independent secondary schools."
The program Is designed for
undergraduates of the following
majors: classics, English, fine
arts,
mathematics, modern
foreign languages (French, German, Italian, Spanish, and Russian), music, the natural sciences,
and the social studies.
The program includes courses
offered by the faculty of Dept. of
Education and by the faculty of
Dept. of Arts and Sciences at Harvard, as well as practice teaching
In the secondary schools In and
around Boston,
Anyone wishing more information should see Mr. Smith in his
office (Seabury 13C).
( ct. I - A t Us first organizational
meeting of the year, the Cerberus
Society tonight
elected a new
member, Llndley Scarlett '06.

Progress in the Bell System...

Socialism...

SWIMS...

BEAMS...

FLASHES

(Continued from Page 5)
Today, however, labor leaders
look at ORGANIZED labor statistics and find that relative to
the growing labor supply union
membership has been steadily on
the down trend.
To remedy the situation and to
give unions a wider appeal in
the mass production era, labor
leaders are abandoning to some
extent the old pure-and-slmple
unionism In favor of a new "social" unionism calling for government programs for education,
mental health, recreation, and
other such areas which before
were considered by union leaders as none of their business,
Where do the.se changes leave
the worker? Basically It may leave
him with one choice--social unionism or some variation thereof.
But whether this tendency towards
mild socialism is bad as advocates of the "American Plan" and
"Right to work laws, proclaim, or
good as some Keyneslans are
claiming is a question still to be
resolved.
COLLEGE BARBER SHOP
1220 Broad Sr.
Corner Allen Place
I block below Vernon St.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

FOR YOUR CAR —
With
Student Identification
10% OFF on Labor & Ports
Gas Discount

AND LIVES AND BREATHES...
Progress takes many shapes in the Bell System. And among
the shapers are young men, not unlike yourself, impatient
to make things happen for their companies and themselves.
There are few places where such restlessness is more wel«
corned or rewarded than in the fast-growing phone business.

at

WALT'S SUNOCO
SERVICE STATION
torn»r of
N«w trftain 4 Broad
tit* K

Companies

Tot
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THE TRINITY TRIPOD
by
Peter Kinzler

After watching the Bantams in action in a regular season game for
the first time this year, we are now in a better position to evaluate
the team's chances for the rest of the season.
After a slow start against St. Lawrence, the Bantams showed plenty
of punch. Behind the bull-like running of Dee Kolewe and the in-andout scooting of Terry Oulundsen, plus a couple of accurate passes
by Merrill Yavinsky, Trinity moved neatly to two touchdowns.
After that, the team seemed to let down and was generally sluggish, except for a two touchdown flurry In the second half. They gave
St. Lawrence a touchdown with less down than four minutes left in
the first halt With a first down inside their own ten, Trinity elected
to punt rather than try to run out the clock. A bad center led to the
unnecessary touchdown.
The second- half found the Bantams using many second stringers,
with Bill Avery and Fred Prlllaman not playing at all, and Billy
Campbell playing little after suffering a leg injury early in the halt
Despite the general sluggishness, the Bantams still played tenacious
defensive ball and had several pleasant offensive surprises. Joe
Hourihan and Paul Kadllc played particularly well; Kadlic ran very
well in the open field, while Hourihan ran very hard from the fullback
position, including a beautiful 35 yard touchdown run that was called
back because of a penalty.

Yavinsky's Passing Meets Challenge
Overall, despite the lack of size and reputation, the backs ran
considerably better than last year's vaunted crew. As for passing,
Yavinsky managed to connect for two touchdown passes, both thrown
as he was falling. Despite this, he seemed to have an off-day. Realizing that his passing was not the dangerous weapon it was against
Williams last week, Merrill mixed up his plays very well and made
greater use of his fine running backs. With the first string line in
and Yavinsky having a normally good passing day, the Bantams' offense should be equal to, if not better than, the best they're likely
to face this year.
The key to a good college defense is strong linebacking. It can
make a mediocre defensive line look good and a good one look great,
Kolewe, Yavinsky, and Rufus Blocksidge are superior at the three
linebacking positions'. Yavinsky and Blocksidge each intercepted" a
pass and rushed and tackled well, while Kolewe proved to be a bull
on defense as well as on offense.
It's hard to get an accurate line on the defensive line, because many
of Trinity's first stringers played very little and the ability of Si
Lawrence's offense is still an unknown quality this early in the season; however, since this patchwork line held the Larries, including
their whippet halfback Jeff Johns, to only 22 yards on the ground,
we can assume that our line is pretty good.

Munn's Might Mitigated
We can get a better line on the pass defense, since St. Lawrence
came in with Steve Munn and Barry Feldman as their quarterbacks;
the former has been a starter for three years and holds almost every
Si Lawrence passing record, while Feldman has been pressing him
for the job this year. Munn started, but after being intercepted twice,
gave way to Feldman. He did better, but the efficiency of the Trinity
defense can be seen from the fact that the Larries completed only
17 of 37 "passes, most after the game was settled in the second
half.
There was only one anxious moment for Trinity fans in the second
half. This occurred when Si Lawrence scored with eight and a half
minutes left in the game. Those who have followed St. Lawrence
began to call for Trinity's first team, because they remembered that
Munn had led the Larries to 21 points in the last eight minutes of
the last period of last week's game against Union, thus overcoming
a 19-0 deficit. However, this was not to be Munn's day, and another
interception, by sophomore Mike Dawes, helped to explode the myth
of Munn.
So, despite the team's sluggish appearance, there were many
signs that point to an excellent season, if the injury jinx can be avoided.

l i t t .^JkfcJa*-*'- —!-*..—«'*•*"
1 Bantam Goalie. Bill Schweitzer lunges to the right to stop a
^ ^ i « 4 « w U J J J & a ^ ^ ? n . a Bantams kept o r . t h e.right
track as they slipped by with a 4-2.win.
(F'deH photo)
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Jessemen's Ground Assault
Stifles St. Lawrence, 27-13
by BILL LINN
OCT. 5--Making
their own
breaks with alert defensive play
and then cashing them in with their
fine offense, the Bantams cut down
Si Lawrence, 27-13, today for
their second straight victory.
A crowd of about 3,000 sat in
summerlike weather to watch the
Bantams' home opener, as the
visitors from Canton, N.Y., saw
their record slip to 1-2.
Quarterback Merrill Yavinsky
again led the way, throwing his
fourth and fifth touchdown passes
of the season and intercepting an
enemy toss to set up a third
Trin score.
Halfback Bill Campbell and reserve end Henry Hopkins were
the receivers of Merrill's touchdown strikes, the latter getting
an unwilling assist from a S i
Lawrence player. Fullback Dee
Kolewe
tallied on a six-yard
plunge and kicked three extra
points in as many attempts, while
soph Joe Hourihan bulled two
yards for the other Bantam TD.
quite of the gilt-edged quality disTHE LARRIES depended almost
entirely on the strong right and
left arms, respectively, of Steve
Munn and Barry Feldman. It
was Feldman who passed to halfback Jeff Johns to give the S i
Lawrence offense its only touchdown. The other Larrie score
was an out-and-out gift by the
Bantams, caused by a bad pass
from center which punter Bruce
MacDougall fumbled in the end
zone.
While their performance was not
quite of the UH- edged quality displayed in the rout of Williams,
the Bantams did a remarkable
job against Si Lawrence's superior heft in the line.
Early in the game Trin tended
to try to run around the bigger

Larries, but by the second half
Kolewe, Paul Kadlic and Terry
Oulundsen were consistently running over and through them. This,
combined with Yavinsky's strategix passing, left the addled New
Yorkers with too many windows
to close during the storm.
The superiority of the smaller
Trin linemen was further emphasized by the almost complete
failure of the Larries' ground
attack. The highly touted Johns
and his cohorts were stopped
cold for only 22 yards, compared
to Trin's 159.
TO COUNTERACT this
Si
Lawrence passed no fewer than
37 times and completed 17, but
even so their edge in passing
was only 169 to 109 for the Bantams, who threw only 12 times.
Trin led in first downs, 16-14
The visitors' style of attack made
this a more wide-open football
game than the Williams clash,
and much more loosely played.
Each side lost only one fumble,
but the Larries were intercepted
four times (which was almost
inevitable) and Trinity twice. In
addition. Si Lawrence had a punt
blocked and a ball stolen after
a completed pass, and both lapses
led to Trin touchdowns.
Without doubt the Bantams'
greatest problem was bad passes
from center on punt situations.
In addition to the play which gave
the Larries a touchdown, MacDougall was forced to "eat" the
ball on another occasion, and on
a third attempt he took a bounce
pass and just got the kick away.
The four times that the Bantams"
did kick, they averaged an excellent 49 yards.
TRIN HAD PLENTY of trouble
with that St. Lawrence forward

Booters Get Careless, But
Ochs' Goal Shot Stops MIT
by BOB GOLUB
OCT. 4--The varsity soccer
team opened their 1963 campaign with a 4-2 victory over
M.LT., here today,
It was a close, well-played contest that wasn't decided until Bob
Ochs, the Bantam center-forward
put the game on ice with a beautiful break-away shot mid-way
through the final stanza.
The game was scoreless until late In the first quarter when
Bob Ochs was fouled as he broke
into the clear in front of the
Engineers goal.
A penalty shot was awarded to
Trinity and Dan Swander booted
the ball Into the nets for the
Initial shot of the contest. Just
as the first period ended, Ochs
got the first of his two goals
on a cross from right wing Mark
Josephsoa
The second period
was scoreless and Trinity went
into the intermission with a two
goal advantage.
IN THE THIRD QUARTER, both
teams had excellent scoring
opportunities, but neither team
tallied. The ball went up and
down the field as no team could
put together a scoring combination.
As the fourth quarter opened,
however, Buzz Tompklns converted a pass from Mark Josephson into a third Bantam goal and
the game seemed, for all intensive purposes, wrapped up.
A Trinity mlsplay moments
later, however, put the Techmen
into the scoring column as a
Trinliy |3ack: inadvertently pu'tjhe.
ball* iB'AiS*!)5vn;:goaliivihe score,
was credited to*Talwo,,the M.LT.
left half-back.

Mehrabian, the Engineers center-forward, pulled M.LT. to
within a goal of the Trinity eleven as he placed his breakaway shot into the left corner
of the goal, just out of the reach
of Bill Schweitzer, the Bantam
goalie.
THE TECHMEN looked like they
were going to be successful in
their come-back bid, but Bob
Ochs put the fire out as he rounded
out the scoring with his solo effort at the 12:48 mark of the last
quarter.
It was a good victory for the
Bantam booters, but not an especially Impressive one.
The Trinity attack didn't look
nearly as good as it has in practice. One reason for this might
be that the team has been waiting so long for the season to open.
Practice started early in September with double sessions and
the team has been working hard
since then; with the result that
the team was simply ready too
soon.
The added waiting for their first
game took the edge off and the
pass-work did not measure up
to the standards that this team is
capable of.

wall {210-pound average) in the
early going, and on a Munn pass
from the Bantams' 32 the Larries nearly had six points. Bui
his toss into the end zone wai
just out of Johns' reach, and thei
kicking speclalsit Jim Michaelsoi
missed a 49-yard attempt at t
field goal
The Bantams themselves had i
great chance moments laier whe
Yavinsky Intercepted a Munn pas
and returned lttotheSi Lawrenc
15, but Merrill himself was in
tercepted in the end zone to ea
the threai However, the ne:
time they got the ball there wa
no stopping the Blue and Gok
The Bantams gained possessio
when Johns caught Munn's pas
on the Trin 42 only to fumbl
the ball, and Terry Oulundse:
grabbed it for Trinity.
Two plays later Yavinsky sen
•a. perfect toss to Campbell, whi
beat Michaelson cleanly to taki
the ball over his shoulder at th<
15 and go in untouched, Kolewi
kicked the extra, point and I
was 7-0, Trin, with two minutes
gone in the second quarter.
ALMOST BEFORE the crowd
had settled back after the kickoff, the Bantams were on their
way again.
Feldman tried a spot pass, and
Rufus Blocksidge was right in.
front of It and picked it off to
give Trin possession. A desperation pass from Yavinsky to
Oulundsen took the ball to the
Larries' 10.
After Kadlic had banged to the
6, Kolewe plunged off left tackle,
got a titanic block from Bill
Avery, and powered his way past
a final defender to score standing
up. Yavinsky's pass for the two
points was incomplete, and the
score remained 13-0.
For the rest of the second quarter, the momentum seemed to
swing back to Si Lawrence, The
Bantams were pushed back to
the shadow of their own goal posts
and were forced to punt, and when
the pass from center went astray, Jerry Huthoefer fell on the
ball in the end zone for a Larrie touchdown. Michaelson converted from placement to cut
the gap to 13-7 with 3:55 left
in the half.
THE
FIRED-UP LARRIES
eagerly went for more, but were
repulsed by a now grim Blue and
Gold defense as time ran out.
Then, at the start of. the second
half the momentum suddenly went
back to the Bantams, this time
to stay.
Trin received the klckoff and
went 69 yards in 13 plays in their
only sustained drive of the game,
and what is more they dl,d it
almost entirely on the ground.
Finally, after 12 running plays
advanced to the Larries' 8, Yavinsky went back to throw. He
was hit just as he got rid of
the ball and his pass was underthrown, butared-shirteddefender
obligingly batted It straight into
the arms of Hopkins in the end
zone. Kolewe's kick made It 207.
Trin's final score was set up
when a fine rush by the linebackers got Kolewe in position to
block a St. Lawrence punt. MacDougall recovered on the Larries'
46. From there, Kadlic did most
of the leather-lugging, either running outside or catching Yavinsky's passes. From up close,
Hourihan finished the job with
his first varsity score. Kolewe
then came in to boot the Bantams'
27th and final point.

THE
BANTAM DEFENSE
looked
pretty solid. Goalie
Schweitzer looked nothing less
than "great" In the nets. The
full-backs, Dick Ravizza and Ben
THAT VIRTUALLY FINISHED
Trlbken, and the half-back line
the Blue and Gold offense for
of Captain Jim De Voue, Dan
the afternoon, but against second
Swander and Francis Jacbos prostring opposition the Larries did
vided a solid defense, v
score a consolation touchdown,
j: :Ttie ;;only.; scoring "combination •;'. ': Feldman engineered a drive that
that the Engineers, could-come up,; carried from his own 23 to pay•with-was the break-away fjfo^ .(>$rirt in 8 plays, climaxed by a
by their center-forward.
10-yard strike to Johns.
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TOUCHDOWN! Dee Kolewe scores after a six-yard run in the first half. Goal post is seen at right; arrow marks ball.

27-13
That's the way the game
was played and won. Photographs on this page were taken
by Sandy Fidell. Page makeup
by Al Burfeind,

St. LAWRENCE Quarterback Barry Feldman launches an aerial
despite Tim Crawford's (64) effort.

fn

BILL CAMPBELL and an overanxious defender grapple for

THE LARRIES' other quarterback, Stove Munn, gots good protection.

.

a pass.

ABOVE, A St. Lawrence ballcarrier is about to feel the wrath
of Rufus Blocksidge (50), Mike Dawes (41), and Joe Barnard
(20).
BELOWi Merrill Yavinsky launches a touchdown pass in the
first half.

ABOVE, Dee Kolewo drives for four yards.

BELOW, the line of scrimmage.

